NOTICE TO INDSSTT MEMBERS

Sixth edition of Schedule of Rates for Construction Contracts Employing Trenchless Technology (SoR) is going to be released in May 2013. The SoR shall also contain IndSTT member directory to assist the project owners to identify appropriate service providers.

Members may check there contact details in the last edition. If the contact detail or any other information of IndSTT members has changed since then, the same may kindly be intimated to IndSTT secretariat for necessary corrections / inclusions in the sixth issue. These details must reach IndSTT on or before 15th May 2013. In case there is no communication from the members till this day, it shall be presumed that the details published in the last issue have remained unchanged & the same shall be repeated.

For any clarifications, members may contact the under mentioned.

Prof. (Dr.) Niranjan Swarup

Executive Director